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The city today is a ‘smart’ media city 
This talk explores the formation of urban publics in the datafied smart city. 
1. smart city & data 
2. urban publics 
3. smart citizenship with data 
4. considerations & discussion



Smart cities: optimizing the city with (realtime) data

Control rooms, dashboards, analytics, etc. Usually corporate products.



Cities doing things with data 
Many cities open up datasets and develop data policies.  
How can urban publics be involved, and take ‘ownership’ of issues through data?



Academia turns to data-driven ‘science of cities’ 

Against ‘pseudo-science’ of urban planning. Systems view of cities as computational 
problems; quant. methods; predictive modelling, control over uncertainty. 
How can connections be forged to involve urban publics as issue owners?



Urban publicness 
Domain spatial (public space); people (publics); communication (public info); political (public issue) 
Level private - communal - public interests 
Imaginaries 
rational: deliberative supra-identitarian search for commonality, ignoring difference; men in coffee 
houses. Communication form: speaking. 

emotional: experiencing and consuming co-presence and difference; affect, embodiment, personal 
taste; flaneurs, audiences, mobs in streets. Communication form: staging, watching. 

ritual: everyday symbolic interactionism; civil inattention; public life emerges from interactions. 
Communication form: coded behavior. 



Datafied smart cities: urban publics in peril? 
Smart What does ‘smart’ mean? Who really benefit? What agency for ‘smart citizens’? 

Cityness What implicit understanding of urban public culture? Compatibility with spatial, 
social, cultural qualities of cities? What future vision of the city? Further privatization of 
public realm? 

Tech ‘Solutionism’; Smart tech fosters logics of consumption, control, capsularization. 



1. Networks: people self-organize as networked ‘data publics’

www.verbeterdebuurt.nl

Smart citizenship with data: strengthening ownership



www.geluidsnet.nl

2. Issue: people visualize shared ‘data-driven issues’

Smart citizenship with data: strengthening ownership

www.biomapping.net

http://www.biomapping.net


www.koppelkiek.nl

3. Engagement: (self-generated) ‘data-narratives’ and engaging experiences

Smart citizenship with data: strengthening ownership

Smart Citizen Sentiment Dashboard  
http://moritzbehrens.com/2013/scsd_sp/

http://www.koppelkiek.nl


www.faceyourworld.nl

4. Action: data-narratives provide horizon for negotiation & collective action

Smart citizenship with data: strengthening ownership



5. Pooling resources: from opening up and connecting data, to messy ways of 
fostering data literacy and civic participation around hard to measure issues.

Smart citizenship with data: strengthening ownership

www.appsforamsterdam.nl http://datastudio-eindhoven.nl

http://www.appsforamsterdam.nl
http://datastudio-eindhoven.nl


Discussion: self-description vs other-ascription
What happens to identity as either fixed or fluid?  

Tension between inferred data-publics (no opting out) vs. self-defined data-publics 
(datafied identity politics).  



Political economy 

‘platformization’ of the city, value extraction, 
monetization, precarious labor

Governance: who own the data and platform?

Discussion: agency & governance of/by platforms

Participatory practices 

commons-based value creation, peer-to-
peer platform cooperativism. 



Publics make data, data make publics. New divides: geographical, social, cultural? 
Datavis manipulation, modifiable areal unit problem as data-gerrymandering, shaping 
how we see publics. 
Diversity and difference in urban public domain: from negotiating differences, to publics 
based on matching similarity.  
Diversity as difference becomes variation: out of ordinary, deviation from standard.

Discussion: splintering urban publics?

source: Rob Kitchin 

https://www.slideshare.net/robkitchin/datadriven-urbanism-amsterdam-jan-2017


Realtime data-driven smart urban interventions: solution or distraction from public issues? 
E.g. parking apps vs. future of mobility.

Discussion: smart apps, conservative politics?



Ontology 
• City as cybernetic system: knowable and manageable on rational foundations? 
• Or city as place of serendipity, chaos, wonder, myth and magic? Dashboard as Wunderkammer? 

Epistemology 
• Data as representation of, or as construction of reality? Implications for ontology! 

Politics 
• ‘Algorithmic governance’, or supporting the agency and interests of urban publics? 
• Technocratic rule (‘new managerialism’), or true politics? 

Discussion: reflecting on the data-driven city

source: Rob Kitchin. 2014. The data revolution. p.10
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Thanks!
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